SIX Winter School 2011 Agenda

Monday 21st November

Evening reception

17.30 – 19:15  Arrival and registration of participants for day 2
19:15 – 19:30  Introductions and welcome address
20:30  Dinner

Tuesday 22nd November

Social Innovation: Celebrating progress and identifying gaps (09:00 – 18:30 PM)

Co-chairs for the day – Eli Malinsky (Center for Social Innovation Canada) and Louise Pulford(SIX)
08.30 - 09.00  Registration of new arrivals

09.00 – 09.45  Welcome and introductions
Michał Guć (Deputy Mayor of Gdynia), Simon Tucker (Young Foundation), Louise Pulford (SIX), Eli Malinsky (Centre for Social Innovation Canada)

09.45 – 11.00  World tour of social innovation
A Polish perspective, from Kuba Wygnanski, (Shipyard- The Unit for Social Innovation and Research)
A European perspective, from Henriette Van Eijl, European Commission
A Korean perspective, from Hope Institute
An American perspective, from Kristin Wolff, Thinkers and Doers
An Australian perspective, from Brenton Caffin, The Australian Center for Social Innovation
A Brazilian perspective, from Carla Cipolla, DESIS Brazil

11.00 - 11.30  Coffee break

11.30 - 12.30  Celebrating solutions – Exploring examples of social innovation in practice
Mary Cook (Uscreates), Designing Innovation
Merete Grimeland and Helen Bakos (Sweet Chili Stories), Incubating Social Innovation
Chris Sigaloff (Knowledgeland), Financing Creativity
Laura Bunt, NESTA, Challenge Prizes
Femi Longe (Co-creation Hub Nigeria), The Power of Technology

12:30 – 14:00  Lunch
14:00 – 15:15  **Design takeaways – When complex issues need a creative mindset**
Jonas Piet and Vincenzo di Maria (Gioconomics)

15.15- 15.35 **Coffee break**

15.35 -17.00  **Discussion workshops – Critical challenges for the Social Innovation field**
- What are the skills most necessary for social innovators and how can we teach them? Joeri van den Steenhoven (Young Foundation) and Andrea Coleman (Young Foundation)
- What are the best and worst models for incubators and hubs? Gorka Espiau (DennokInn)
- How can we navigate the policy environment? Filippo Addarii (Euclid Network)
- How to create a real culture of innovation in governments? Ann Griffiths (London Borough of Ealing)
- How can we better use platforms for social innovation? Julie Caulier Grice (Dialogue Café) and Frank Kresin (de Waag)
- How can we build up new finance flows for social innovation? Joe Ludlow (NESTA)

17.00- 18.30  **What makes a network really work?**
Eli Malinsky (Center for Social Innovation Canada)

**Dinner and Drinks**

19:15 – 20:15  Polish Folk Bank and Drinks

20.15- 20.30  Speeches

20.30  Dinner
Wednesday 23rd November

**Future Trends in Social Innovation and what does it mean for me? (09:00AM – 16:00 PM)**

*Co-chairs for the day – Chris Sigaloff (Knowledgeland) and Louise Pulford (SIX)*

**09:00 – 09:15**

**Review of yesterday - Staying on track**

Yvonne Roberts (The Observer)

**09.15 – 10.15**

**Key Note: Imaging the future - What does the world look like in 2015 (and 2050)?**

Geoff Mulgan (NESTA) with Ada Wong (Hong Kong Institute of Contemporary Culture) and Martin Stewart-Weeks (Cisco) via Skype

**10.15-10.30**

Coffee

**10.30 - 12.00**

**OPEN SPACE – Preparing for the future: My challenges and opportunities**

**12.00 – 12.45**

**AA for Social Innovation**

Ann Griffiths (Head of Policy, London Borough of Ealing), Joeri van den Steenhoven (Young Foundation), Brenton Caffin (TACSI) and Irene Bao (Fuping Development Institute). *Chaired by Chris Sigaloff (Knowledgeland)*

**12:45 – 14:00**

Lunch

**14.00 – 16.00**

**SIX going forward and closing**